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variation among individual targets
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uncertain probabilities and damage potential
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Human behavior depends on perceptions, 
not on facts

Perceptions are a well-studied subject of 
social science research: they differ from 
expert assessments, but they follow 
consistent patterns and rationales 

There are four genuine strategies to cope 
with threats: fight, flight, plying dead,  
testing
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with respect to the nature of risk:
dread

familiarity

personal experience (perceptible by human senses)

natural versus artificial risk source

with respect to the risk situation:
voluntariness

controllability

fair distribution of risks and benefits

confidence in risk management
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Emerging danger: randomness as threat

Creeping danger: confidence or zero-risk

Surpressed danger: myth of cycles

Weighing risks: only with betting

Desired risks: personal challenge
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Perspective. creeping danger
concern about long-term impacts

desire for zero-risk

perception as artificial and unnatural

key variable. confidence in risk management

High sensibility for symbolic aspects of risks 
(BSE, Nitrofen)

High elasticity of demand (short term reactions) 
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Enlightenment: Making people able to 
understand risks and become “risk-literate”

Behavioral changes: Making people aware of 
potential risks and help them to take protective 
actions

Trust building: Assisting risk management 
agencies to generate and sustain trust 

Conflict resolution: Assisting risk managers to 
involve major stakeholders and affected parties 
to take part in the risk management process
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Risk communication starts with an excellent 
record of risk management

Risk communicators need to specify in advance:
Purpose of risk communication (orientation, behavioral 
advise, involvement)
Level of risk debate (routine, uncertain but 
uncontested, highly contested)
Types of audiences to be approached
Available risk communication resources and channels
Follow-up after the risk communication program is 
completed
Design for evaluation
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Risk communication needs to address:

Difference between risk and hazard
Difference between random event and faulty behavior
The process of risk management decision making
The trade-offs and value conflicts when making risk 
management or regulatory decisions (incl. benefits)
The meaning of standards and the respective 
protective goal behind them

Trust and credibility cannot be “produced” or 
“manufactured” but only earned in terms of 
performance and effective communication
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For routine risk management, communication 
should include:

Information on the process of risk management
Information on potential protective behavior
Information on routine risk management actions
If necessary, a hot-line for questions and observations

For highly complex risks,communication should 
include:

All of the above
Discourse among experts on range of risk
Additional effort for collecting feedback
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include
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Possibly, public hearings
Complete documentation and publication of all steps 
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People behave according to perceptions not facts
Perceptions follow consistent patterns, but their 
expression may vary from culture to culture
There are dominant perception clusters that 
govern the intuitive evaluation of risks
Within the cluster of ´creeping dangers, trust 
and confidence in risk management are key to 
risk acceptance
Policy making needs to address perceptions 
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Risk communication serves the needs of 
enlightenment, behavioral advise; trust building 
and conflict resolution
Risk communication needs to address: 
complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity
There are different discourse requirements for 
dealing with

complexity: epistemological discourse
uncertainty: reflective discourse
ambiguity: discourse on values and trade-offs

Risk communication is a necessary complement 
to both risk assessment and management
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Bertrand Russel

Policy makers cannot produce certainty but can 
help people to develop coping mechanisms to 
deal prudently with the necessary uncertainty 
that is required for societies to progress 
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